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We report on first perturbed angular correlation (PAC) measurements in the 2D triang
antiferromagnet CuFeO2. The implanted111In PAC probes resides on Fe sites and sense the combi
hyperfine interaction of the structural electric field gradient and an antiferromagnetic internal
which is surprisingly small as compared to other ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic oxides. Th
explained by a local change in the frustrated triangular lattice leads to a perfect cancellation o
magnetic hyperfine fields of the probe’s next-neighbor hexagon. As a consequence the observed
magnetic hyperfine field gives access to second-neighbor and/or interplane interactions in the frus
lattice. [S0031-9007(96)00457-7]

PACS numbers: 72.25.+z, 75.50.Ee, 76.80.+y
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The frustration of spin-spin interactions plays an imp
tant role in the ordering of low dimensional antiferroma
nets. Using a 2D triangular-lattice Anderson introduc
the concept of a spin liquid ground state with high deg
eracy [1]. The lower part of Fig. 1 shows immediate
that a macroscopic number of states is possible with
actly the minimum number of parallel spins. In a simp
description of the frustrated ground state one can state
following: In the 2D plane no unit triangle exists with thre
parallel spins [1]. In most real cases, an additional int
action such as a second-neighbor interaction or interla
interaction lifts the degeneracy and gives rise to comp
magnetic ordering at a finite temperature [2]. Neverth
less, a fully frustrated 3D system was found in crystals
the spinel structure with the magnetic ion on theB sites
[1]. A rather close approximation to 2D triangular-lattic
antiferromagnets can be found in the class ofABO2 com-
pounds with the delafossite structure which contains m
neticB ions [3]. Figure 1(a) shows the lattice structure
CuFeO2 [3]. The trivalentB cations (Fe) are at the cen
ter of regular oxygen octahedra which are connected
monovalentA ions (Cu). The cationsA11 andB31 form
triangular lattices which are stacked alternately with an
tervening oxygen layer. Consequently, magneticB31 lay-
ers are separated from each other by twoO22 layers and an
A11 layer. Moreover,B31 ions are not sitting right above
the B31 ions in the adjacent layer, but above the cen
of the triangle formed byB31 ions, so that the magneti
lattice is nonbipartite in each layer as well as among
layers. Thus, from geometrical considerations, spins
expected to be highly frustrated between neighboring l
ers as well as within a layer [3,4].

In the present study we report on the first perturb
angular correlation (PAC) experiments in such a
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antiferromagnetic triangular lattice. Among hyperfin
interactions methods like nuclear magnetic resona
(NMR), Mössbauer spectroscopy (MS), and electro
nuclear double resonance (ENDOR), the PAC ofg

rays provides information on the local electric and/
magnetic environment of a nuclear probe which has
be introduced as a trace element into the matrix. Su
measurements in magnetically ordered systems are e
to analyze, if no electric field gradient is present as
cubic defect-free lattices of the ferromagnets Fe, Co, a
Ni, but also in most transition metal monoxides whic
crystallize in the NaCl structure, like NiO [5–7], CoO
[8,9], FeO [10], and MnO [11]. In these oxides th
strong antiferromagnetic coupling is due to supertrans
via the 2ps orbitals of the oxygen ions [12]: The
six second-next cation neighbors have parallel spins
produce the magnetic hyperfine field (MHF) at the prob
Indeed, PAC probes in cubic antiferromagnets (AF
show effects which are similar to those in ferromagne
Below TN probes on substitutional cation sites sense
MHF whose temperature dependence follows a modifi
Curie-Weiss law:BsT dyB0  s1 2 TyTN db [13].

In the present experiments we used CuFeO2, the
prototype of delafossites, whose antiferromagnetic or
has been investigated by different techniques: Pow
neutron diffraction established two successive magne
transitions atTN1  16 K and TN2  11 K [3]. The
orthorhombic magnetic structure belowTN2 is plotted
in Fig. 1(b), the spins in the triangles are ordered
and down alternately along thec axis [3]. Mössbauer
spectroscopy experiments down to 4.2 K proved th
the Fe planes consist ofFe31 ions. At intermediate
temperatures (belowTN1) CuFeO2 has a monoclinic unit
cell [3]. Our experiments were performed using th
© 1996 The American Physical Society 4829
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FIG. 1. (a) Crystalline structure of the delafossite CuFe2 [3].
(b) Spin directions in the triangular Fe planes of CuFeO2, as
deduced from neutron diffraction measurements [3]. The
planes correspond to the structure model given in (a).
The smallest representation of the frustrated ground stat
the triangular plane shows two possible spin arrangements
the central spins [1]. If we insert a nonmagnetic probe (dott
in the right side of the figure) in one of these sites, the s
frustration is locally released and the next-neighbor hexa
can realize the antiferromagnetic order.

standard PAC probe atom111In which decays within a
half-life of 2.8 d via electron capture (EC) to111Cd. The
111In ions were implanted at 400 keV into pressed pow
samples which were produced in solid state reacti
according to [3,14–16]. The perturbation was observ
using a setup of 4 BaF2 or NaI(Tl) scintillation counters a
90± angles [17]. Experimentally, the perturbation is se
as a modulation of the measured time spectra betw
the 111Cd g quanta with typical interaction frequencie
In the case of MHF these are the Larmor frequen
vL  mBHEyh̄  14.23BHF fTg and its first harmonic.
In case of an EFG there are three frequencies wh
depend on the coupling constantnQ  eQVzzyh and the
asymmetry parameterh [7,18]. Fourier transforms of the
PAC spectra show these frequencies as on the right h
sides of Fig. 2. Finally, a combined interaction of a MH
4830
and an electric field gradient (EFG) acting on the sa
probe nucleus causes a complicated PAC pattern [19
if both interactions are of similar strengths. In the simp
cases where eithervL ¿ 2pnQ or vice versa [7], the
weak component of the hyperfine interaction cause
broadening of the frequencies of the strong compon
as observed in the present work.

After an appropriate annealing procedure of the111In-
doped CuFeO2 pellet only one EFG was observed in th
temperature rangeTm  20–873 K which has a weak de
pendence on the measuring temperatureTmfnQs273 Kd 
125s1d MHz, nQs873 Kd  131s1d MHz]. This EFG had
axial symmetrysh  0d [14]. The amplitude ratio of the
three frequencies in the Fourier spectrum was not ty
cal for a polycrystalline material. As discussed in [1
the sample consisted of tiny flakes according to the pla
structure of the lattice which caused a texture also a
pressing and heating the sample. This texture was c
firmed by separate measurements in [14]. At still high
temperatures (973, 1073 K) a small fraction of a seco
EFG [nQ  157s2d MHz, h  0] was observed which
most probably, indicates the trapping of an intrinsic d
fect at the probe [14]. Typical spectra taken aboveTN

are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(d). The low-temperat
data of the present study were taken at 4.2 K in a bath
liquid He in an open cryostat, using BaF2 detectors. Mea-
surements between 12 K and RT were performed with
help of a closed-cycle He cryostat and NaI detectors.
clear damping of the perturbation functionRstd was ob-
served belowTN2 [see Fig. 2(b)] leading to line broaden
ings in the Fourier spectra. The damping was less p
)
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependent PAC spectra of CuFe2,
taken with BaF2 (a), (b) or with NaI detectors (c), (d). Fo
(b) the sample was suspended in liquid He.
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FIG. 3. Simulations of the combined interaction of the str
tural EFG in CuFeO2 with a small, randomly oriented MHF
The field strengths are given in the figures.

nounced betweenTN2 and TN1 [Fig. 2(c)] and the spec
trum at 20 K [Fig. 2(d)] had already the same param
ters as the RT spectrum. The following conclusions
be drawn immediately: (1) The PAC spectra of CuFe2

change their shapes at the highest Néel temperatureTN1.
Thus we observed hyperfine fields due to antiferrom
netic ordering. (2) The broadening of the EFG patte
in the Fourier spectra is a result of the combined inte
tion of the dominatingstructural EFG and aweakmag-
netic field. Using the approximation of [7] we evaluat
for CuFeO2 the MHF BHF  0.3s1d T at 4.2 K. Higher
MHFs would split the first Fourier peak as can be see
the simulated Fourier spectra shown in Fig. 3.

Before we discuss this weak magnetic field in the c
text of spin frustration, we have to prove that the i
planted 111In probes substitute aB element (here Fe) in
the delafossite lattice. [At theA site (Cu) only a weak su
pertransferred hyperfine field can occur.] In a preced
study [14] the dominant EFG for111In(EC)111Cd in sev-
eral delafossites Cu(Al,Cr,Fe,Nd,Y)O2 and Ag(Cr,In)O2

was measured in the temperature range 30–1073 K
attributed to probes residing at theB site. We will study
shortly summarize the argumentation: As both inequ
lent sitesA andB will give an EFG with symmetry param
eterh  0, the symmetry of the EFG cannot differentia
between the sites, and additional arguments are need
decide on the site location. After implantation into o
ides, the trivalent111In ions usually come to rest on th
site of the trivalent cations of the lattice, if there are a
111In was found to substitute only theM31 site in the
cupratesM2Cu2O5 [21], a crystal-family correlated to th
delafossites: At least Y2Cu2O5 can be reduced to CuYO2.
More examples are given in [14]. If there are two triv
lent sites, like in the orthoferritesREFeO3,

111In can oc-
cupy both sites [20]. A conversion-electron Mössba
experiment (CEMS) with57Fe was performed at RT wit
the CuFeO2 samples. The observed quadrupole splitt
showed the presence of a structural EFG at the Fe
Its strength is in good agreement with the one meas
by PAC. Futhermore, the systematics of the antishield
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factors in the delafossite family may give an addition
hint: AgInO2 was one of the delafossites studied wh
fitted well in the trend of the observed EFG’s [14]. He
the In probe resides on its naturalB site. Finally, a PAC
experiment was done with111Ag tracers which decay to
the same PAC sensitive level in111Cd as the111In probes.
The results obtained in CuFeO2 and AgInO2 proved that
111Ag with its different valency, indeed, substitutes t
monovalentA site, sensing there a 5 times higher EFG
compared to theB site [22]. We conclude that the111In
probe substitutes a Fe cation in CuFeO2 and that the EC
decay does not change this location of the impurity.

In general, in frustrated systems the magnetic excha
fields cancel each other resulting in a vanishingly sm
molecular field at the magnetic ion site. A substitut
nonmagnetic PAC probe is always the “center atom”
a hexagon and, now, its six next neighbors can easily
range in the AF order. Therefore, the frustration is
cally released by the nonmagnetic PAC probe as in
cated in Fig. 1(c) inspired by [1]. It was calculated
[23] that such a configuration around an impurity redu
the total energy, leading to a more stable configuratio
Usually, such a situation is discussed for the ground s
of a frustrated system after diluting macroscopic amou
of a nonmagnetic impurity. We propose that the PA
technique observed locally just such a phenomenon
the range of the next neighbors. In a first-order desc
tion, in the triangular lattice the MHF vanishes at t
PAC probe.

Nevertheless, in the present experiment we obser
small, but finite MHF ofBHF  0.3s1d T. This MHF is
remarkably small as compared with those at111Cd probes
in Fe (38.2 T [24,25]), cubic monoxides (17–19 T [12
oxide spinels (2.7–7 T [26]), and in the noncubic oxid
a-Fe2O3 (6.8 T [19]) and CuO (2.7 [27]). If one ac
cepts the next-neighbor cancellation, the PAC techni
becomes extremely sensitive to the complex magnetic
der via third-neighborsJ3d or interplane interactions. On
might object that fast fluctuations of neighboring sp
could cause the damping of the PAC spectra. Such a
of dynamical interactions can lead to fully damped spe
as recently observed in La2O3 [28] and Cr2O3 [29]. How-
ever, the present data do not point to dynamical inte
tions which would affect all three Fourier components i
similar fashion. In the present case the first Fourier p
gets clearly broader and lowered in intensity, whereas
second one stays unchanged (see Fig. 2). This is expe
from the simulations of the combined interaction sho
in Fig. 3 and proves the presence of a combined hy
fine interaction. Independently, whether one accepts
picture of a local change in the frustrated triangular latt
around the probe or if one prefers a more dynamical in
pretation of the damping in the spectra, it is shown h
that the PAC is an appropriate technique which is a
to investigate the complex magnetic order in a frustra
spin system.
4831
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